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15/75/806
Liberal Arts and Sciences
NCTE: Affiliates and Assemblies, Caucuses, and Special Interest Groups
Michigan Council of Teachers of English Publications, 1958-

Box 1:

*Who’s Afraid of Linguistics?: A Manual for Elementary and Middle School Teachers*, The Language and Linguistics Study Committee, 1968
*Lecture Alternatives in Teaching English*, Stephen Judy, 1971
*Producing A Multimedia Presentation*, Kathleen Dobberstein and Kathleen Drzick, 1971
*Alternative Strategy in English Classrooms*, M. Robert Graham, 1974
*Zero-In: New Perspectives Through Linguistics*, Theone Hughes, 1974 (includes cassette)

Box 2:

*The Language Arts Teacher in Action: Papers from the Elementary/Middle School English Conference*, Constance Weaver and Rollin Douma, 1977
*Film and Video in the Classroom: A Guide for English Teachers*, Harold Foster, 1978
*Reading*, Stephen Judy, 1980
*Writing Teachers: What We Say About What We Do*, Stephen Tchudi and Scott McNabb, 1983
*A Two-Way Street: Reading to Write/Writing to Read*, Maryellen Hains, 1982
*A Two-Way Street: Integrating Reading and Writing in the Middle Schools*, Jean E. Brown, Barbara A. Quirk, and Elaine C. Stephens, 1988